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About This Game

Become the greatest fighter the world has ever known, harnessing the power of chi to manipulate the energies of the universe.
Defeat rivals, find romance, and rise to become the Imperial Champion. Win the right to question the immortal Dragon Sage,

who speaks just once every hundred years!

Choice of Kung Fu is a fast-paced interactive fantasy novel where your choices determine how the story proceeds. The game is
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—but powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

The fate of the Middle Kingdom depends on you! Will you play as male or female? Gay or straight? Will you battle against
foreign invaders, or will you rise up against the Emperor? What question will you ask the Dragon Sage, the wisest of all

creatures?
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I spent an evening exploring and playing. As some folks have commented, the dungeons are pretty fantastic for playing, but I
was happily just killing the heck out of bandits in the fields for the drops. Still haven't completely figured out the combat
mechanics - why sometimes my Champion Dwarf kills with a few hits and others I'm stuck in a repetitive slug fest. Either way,
my first impressions were positive.

Lag was minimal. I did have to set video settings lower to prevent lots flaring bright spots. There's a good amount of running
back and forth which takes time. Not as much lootable material in the town area or even the farm fields. Fighting flying
creatures was tougher than expected with melee weapons. Leveling up is a slow grind on the surface, but the crypt is
accelerating that now. The onhand inventory is large and the bank has one free safety deposit box for a character (the others
require selling drops to earn enough coins to unlock them).

Gameplay is generally like a lower end ESO. Graphics are decent. The combat AI does do some weird things (fireballing the
heck out of a door because the caster didn't actually clear the doorway to fire at my character). However, the only glitchy
behaviour was spawning mobs directly on top of me. It's happened enough times to know that it's a quirk versus a game
topography issue.

To some extent, I wish this was a stand alone local game. Having it as an MMORPG at the current prices seems to imply it will
inevitably be shuttered. It's more toony and accessible as a pick up game, and I could see people investing a weekend with
friends or solo'ing just for fun, and then setting it aside for a few months before coming back to it. That rarely supports a full
fledged online server presence.

Happy to recommend for people who want a nice questing and crawling game with easy to master functions. If you need a fully
polished and more immersive experience then you probably want ESO.. Excellent tower defense game. It's like Pixel Junk
Monsters, but it has a bit of it's own flair The graphics are charming. The music is catchy. The levels are fairly challenging. My
only issue with it is that there's not enough of it! I wish the levels were longer and more complicated in terms of monster waves
and towers needed to survive. But those are minor gripes. This is a great game, and it will keep you entertained for a while!.
death wish is cool, but the actual map (seal the deal) is a train wreck. probably only get this if you really like hat in time.
basically its a huge\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ship, and that's the problem.. I would really love to recommend this loco.
It's generally superb, but has a single, major flaw, which kills most of joy of driving it on Hamburg-Hanover route: no LZB.

Driving 103 at 200 km\/h without LZB forces you to use the HUD - and even then any adverse signals are noticed too late to
brake properly.. Loved this game as a kid. Seems like I love this game as a 25 year old too. Was surprised it was on steam since
it's mostly for kids, but Ant Eater Feeder is still AMAZING. Also the neat colouring book!
Get this for your young kids, or for you if you want some (mostly) stress free ant eating and jungle exploring.. Unplayable.
Game crashes when loading scenarios. Maddeningly addictive, and yet somehow relaxing at the same time. A brilliantly simple
idea whose time has come.. This game had really good potential to be awesome detective-like game.
Sadly, there was too many issues i ran into that made it less horror like and more fustrating.

Pros -
+ Level Transition is really awesome, going from The Apartment to a nightmare type scenario was always cool
+ Investigation of seeing what information goes together can be a really nice brain challenge

Cons -
- It Controls really terribly, it feels like im walking sideways sometimes
- Some parts of a level can be really laggy, no idea why though
- Later Levels can be really painful, because not everything is straight forward
- Crime Scenes can be a drag because there could be evidence that would be hiding in the most obscure spot and it doesnt
highlight straight away, making it seem like there isn't anything thier
- No checkpoints in any level, so if you die\/make a wrong choice in a level, you are brought back to the very start of that level

I got stuck at the warehouse crime scene, I found everything up to the Bodybag, checked every nook and cranny, nothing was to
be found
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For those unfamiliar, visual novels are, true to their name, a crossbreed of novels and a visual medium. Think of it as a play with
still pictures instead of actors: characters have dialogues, monologues, and non-verbal interactions between each other, all
depicted with anime styled drawings, full voice acting, sound effects, and background music. It is a popular medium in Japan
and is slowly getting more popular in the west.

Root Double is an exceptional visual novel. At a research institude dubbed the Laboratory of Atomic and Biological
Organization (LABO for short), multiple explosions occured, leading to a mass evacuation while a research team rushes in.
Shortly, a lockdown order was issued in the fear of a nuclear meltdown while nine lives remain trapped inside. Dead bodies with
gunshot wounds, people who shouldn't be there, there seems to be a lot of mystery surrounding the LABO explosions and
lockdown, and it's one of the things that drew me in.

I felt Root Double is about 60% sci-fi and 40% mystery. While it could be seen as a closed circle who-dun-it, it's better to not
treat it as such. The mystery is more about circumstances of each character and how they reached LABO, rather than how the
dead bodies came about. Everything is well foreshadowed, which contributes to the best part of Root Double: its writing. The
other big piece of its excellent writing is its world building (with believable "science" rules), which attributes to the sci-fi nature
of this visual novel.

While writing, voice acting, art, and music is all excellent, pacing issues prevents it from getting a perfect 10. Many flashbacks
at key moments disrupt the flow of the story, and some flashblacks are simply too long, clumped together, and are too similar.

Still, Root Double has made its way to my top 5 visual novels in terms of writing, and it comes highly recommended.
. Cayne is officially in my top 10 'Disturbing yet Intriguing Story' Games. The atmosphere and I had a love\/hate relationship,
and the puzzles irked me to no end. However, I don't regret spending the 4 hours it took me to complete this game and obtain all
of the achievments.

-9\/10 for Samantha.
-11\/10 for PDA's.
-10\/10 for everything else

In conclusion: I want a conclusion.. Mystic Vale is a beautiful rendition of the physical card game. Nothing more, nothing less.
The digital version takes away the burden of setting up the game and calculating points.

Within this game you have to score points by crafting cards in your deck. At the start you have a deck with empty cards and
some of them contain spoiled land which determine how many cards you may draw. If you draw 3 spoil tokens you will have to
stop drawing cards. If you decide to draw more you may risk losing your turn if you draw another spoil token. By improving
your cards each turn you can improve the deck and try to get special cards that may boost your final score. Its hard to explain,
but easy to learn once you start playing.

The game can be played by 2 to 4 players. The downside is that there is no way to annoy or hinder the opponent, at least not in
the base game. Its sole focus is crafting your deck. The online player base is dead, however players can be found via the steam
community or via discord. There are no extra game modes, campaigns or unlockables other then the base game. So its either
against the AI or against friends.

Overall, the game is beautiful to look at and fun to play.. Thinkin I'm about the only one playing this game... Never tried to hit a
live pitch when I started playing, now I can make contact with about 80% of regulation size fastballs in the 80-90mph range.
Still working on incorporating breaking balls into my at-bats, but uh...

Thank you, This is my favorite thing to do with my vive and I haven't exercised this consistently in years.. It's a sad day when a
game called Trainiac is better than most big-name games out there. I'm recommending this game because I sat on the fence for a
couple of months, not quite convinced by a "Mostly Positive" rating, and finally got the game on sale for $17. After basically
sobbing last night at about 3 a.m. during the revelations near the end of the second route, I now wish I'd payed full price for this
game, because it deserves every dollar. I'll make up for that mistake by encouraging all who are even mildly interested:

Buy this game. You will not regret it.
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A unique mix (thematically) of Steins;Gate, Ever17, and Danganronpa.... I am pleasantly surprised by this game. The art is
fantastic, the battle is easier to get used to than Endless Sky, the music is space relaxing and the worst problem I have with the
game (other than the save... I suppose that will be remedied in the future) is trying to grab monies (please make them easier to
pick up, it's exasperating trying to reposition to grab them when they have such small hitboxes). I am kinda worried how much
content the full game will have because... well it really isn't too much at the moment. The title screen can look prettier and I
can't Alt+F4 out of the game in full screen. Characters fawn over the MC a bit too easily... but this is Early Access. I look
forward to its full release.

Also, let's have a melee weapon on our ship. I recall a Unity jam I went to where someone made a 2D space game with ships
wielding lightsabers. It was awesome.. DLC verdict: Get it on sale OR Get it in the bundle with the base game

Comment:
The story from continues in this (shorter) campaign where you play as the viking girl from the base game. The
difficulty is wobbly, some levels on Hard are a piece of cake ... some make you unreasonably angry. Either way if you
like to see how the story unfolds (from the viking girl perspecitve) and\/or want to play more campaign levels then this
is for you. But get it on a sale or in a bundle with the base game.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.
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